Early Decision Agreement

Early decision deadline for first-year applicants is January 15, 2016.

*This signed form MUST accompany your completed application to be considered for the Early Decision Program.*

I, ____________________________, hereby agree that, if I am admitted to George Mason Law through the Early Decision Program, I shall:

1. Commit to attend George Mason Law beginning in August 2016;
2. Immediately upon my admission to George Mason Law withdraw any pending applications at other law schools; and
3. Not initiate applications at any additional law schools.

Within 7 days of receipt of an offer of admission to George Mason Law, I shall forward to George Mason Law my written form of intent to attend George Mason Law, along with my seat deposit in the amount of $750. I acknowledge that this is a binding agreement and the $750 seat deposit is non-refundable and will be credited toward my fall 2016 semester tuition.

___________________________________
Printed Name of Applicant

___________________________________
LSDAS Account #